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Science and Moral Priority 1983

philosophie medizin

Science & Moral Priority 1985

christians have agreed as have others that preference should go to some extent to one s nearest and also to
some extent to the neediest however to what extent should we give preference to which group and
suppose these two preferences come into conflict as they frequently do this book provides the fullest
contemporary treatment of these issues the author brings to bear all the resources of theological and
philosophical reflection on a single representative case and from the single example sheds light on a wide
range of comparable cases both private and public

Priorities and Christian Ethics 2008-11-27

the sociology of deviance was in its heyday when prentice hall published this book in 1969 john lofland
traces the field from pre world war ii to the late sixties and pioneers the application of grounded theory to
the study of deviant behavior in his new prologue joel best writes more than thirty years after the book
first appeared we have no better synthesis of the labeling approach

Deviance and Identity 2002-12-31

with much of the world s population facing restricted access to adequate medical care how to allocate scarce
health care resources is a pressing question for governments hospitals and individuals how do we decide
where funding for health care programs should go tannsjo here approaches the subject from a philosophical
perspective balancing theoretical treatments of distributive ethics with real world examples of how health
care is administered around the world today tannsjo begins by laying out several popular ethical theories
utilitarianism which recommends maximizing the best overall outcome egalitarianism which recommends
smoothing out the differences between people as much as possible and the maximin leximin theory which
urges people to give absolute priority to those who are worst off tannsjo shows how in abstract thought
experiments these theories come into conflict with each other and reveal puzzling implications he goes on
to argue however that when we consider health care in the real world these theories all agree on a central
point in a well ordered welfare state more resources should be directed to the care and cure of people
suffering from mental illness and less to the marginal life extension of elderly patients tannsjo s book thus
recommends a shift in spending to increase fairness and overall utility while also recognizing that this kind
of dispassionate suggestion with its purely economic foundation is unlikely to take hold in policy tannsjo s
analysis is a case study in how ethical theories can sometimes lead to rational conclusions and
recommendations that we are not prepared to accept

Setting Health-Care Priorities 2019

values in our culture have shifted without moral absolutes how do we determine what is right and what is
wrong how do we decide is there a right and wrong way to vote isn t voting a part of politics and isn t the
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church supposed to avoid that subject should we vote pro choice or pro life voting is not mentioned in the
bible but god s priorities are clearly evident social security taxes the economy education and welfare are all
secondary to saving human life this book looks at the issue of abortion with compassion concern and the
hope that christians understand that their voice and god s priorities must be heard our vote should extend
beyond mere political agendas and fulfill a moral obligation of compassion spirituality does not end with a
person s relationship with god loving one s neighbor demands that we take into consideration laws and
values that can rescue our neighbor from physical death as well as spiritual death objections to the author s
conclusions are answered thorough research is explained in a popular and readable style dr kenneth m
wilson taught doctors for seven years as assistant professor at ohsu medical school he is now a board certified
orthopedic surgeon in private practice a seminary student and the current president of oregon right to life

The Moral Mandate to Vote 2000-07

can and should liberalism make itself hospitable to a politics which does justice to climate change to what
extent are the values methods and assumptions of liberalism adaptable to the challenges raised liberal
thinking broadly construed may dominate the academy and the political landscape are the environmental
priorities that are thrown into relief by climate change a threat to it or are they an opportunity for it to
show its worth this book explores fresh arguments by leading scholars both of whom are sceptical of
liberalism s capacity to meet these challenges and sympathetic to the project of developing liberal values so
as to create a liberal approach that can deliver climate change justice the chapters appeal to new insights
and considerations reveal the complexity of the issues at stake in the real world of climate change politics
they make the political theory of climate change justice available to decision makers whose practice will
determine whether we achieve it this book was previously published as a special issue of critical review of
international social and political economy

Climate Change and Liberal Priorities 2013-09-13

to believe in jesus must include respect for his teaching what did he think and what did he teach that was
so threatening to the powers that be

The Moral Priorities of Jesus 2016-11-25

who enjoys statutory preferred creditor status what justifications exist for jurisdictions to maintain statutes
that favour priority creditors over other creditors and contributories this book examines preferential debts
derived from specific legislative provisions applying to corporate insolvency in exploring the concept of
preferential treatment statutory priorities in corporate insolvency law includes chapters that provide a
doctrinal theoretical and historical analysis of who enjoys preferred creditor status as well as examining the
traditional major categories of priorities this work also identifies potential new categories for priority status
such as environmental clean up costs international creditors tort claimants and consumers among other non
consensual creditors while the study focuses on australian corporate insolvency law where appropriate
comparisons are made with other common law jurisdictions particularly the uk canada new zealand and the
us
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Statutory Priorities in Corporate Insolvency Law 2016-12-05

political theorists typically define political action in terms of rational potential rather than conflict and for
this reason neglect the partisan nature of political experience this volume redresses this neglect focusing on
the interrelated questions of whether the task of political theory is to find some means of containing
partisan politics and whether political theory is itself separate from partisan politics each section of the book
corresponds to one of three ways of conceiving the optimal or necessary relationship between political
theory and partisan political struggle the first section considers the extent to which partisan politics requires
constitutional consensus and the degree to which such a consensus requires correct theoretical
underpinnings the second focuses on the compatibility of theoretical deliberation with partisan politics and
the third on the possibility that political theory is itself necessarily a form or means of partisan engagement
the end result is a theoretically diverse but focused debate on this important but neglected subject
contributors include william e connolly mary g dietz adolf g gundersen john g gunnell donald s lutz
edward bryan portis arlene w saxonhouse ruth lessl shively and thomas a spragens jr

Goals and Priorities of the Member Tribes of the National Congress of
American Indians and the United South and Eastern Tribes 2001

social psychology and politics are intricately related and understanding how humans manage power and
govern themselves is one of the key issues in psychology this volume surveys the latest theoretical and
empirical work on the social psychology of politics featuring cutting edge research from a stellar group of
international researchers it is organized into four main sections that deal with political attitudes and values
political communication and perceptions social cognitive processes in political decisions and the politics of
intergroup behavior and social identity the contributions address such exciting questions as how do political
attitudes and values develop and change what role do emotions and moral values play in political behavior
how do political messages and the media influence political perceptions what are the psychological
requirements of effective democratic decision making and why do democracies sometimes fail how can
intergroup harmony be developed and what is the role of social identity in political processes as such this
volume integrates the role of cognitive affective social and cultural influences on political perception and
behavior offering an overview of the psychological mechanisms underlying political processes it provides
essential reading for teachers students researchers and practitioners in areas related to power social
influence and political behavior

Political Theory and Partisan Politics 2012-02-01

in personality priorities impasses are roadblocks that evolve in early childhood and impede or limit the
child s social development and movement in life impasses develop out of a coalescence of unpleasant or
painful interpersonal experiences in early life that signify non significance and non belonging to the child
the four priorities are present in everyone s behavioral repertoire in varying degrees however one of the
priorities is pre eminent and the others are subordinated to it they help therapists understand clients
quickly and allow them to aid clients in reaching self understanding and self acceptance and in recognizing
the price they pay for their chosen priority and behavioral strategies dr nira kfir phd is a psychotherapist
and director of maagalim institute for psychotherapy and counseling in tel aviv israel her theory of
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personality and priorities has developed into an innovative psychotherapeutic diagnostic system personality
impasse priority therapy which is used internationally her theoretical model of crisis intervention is
presented in her book crisis intervention verbatim

Vocational Education Planning: Manpower, Priorities, and Dollars 1972

in recent years workers earnings have hardly grown violence and crime have plagued the inner cities
homelessness and public begging have become commonplace and family life has greatly deteriorated with
governments facing large deficits and slowly growing revenues and public distrust in the efficiency of
government and elected officials at all time highs the authors ask what can government do for you this
book brings together a prominent group of experts to answer this critical question edited by henry aaron
and charles l schultze two of the nation s most noted and experienced economists the book focuses on the
crucial domestic and social issues confronting america today seven vital areas are discussed by the following
contributors henry aaron on health care gordon l berlin and william mcallister on homelessness linda r
cohen and roger g noll on research and development john j diiulio jr on crime frank levy and richard j
murnane on education and training isabel v sawhill on children and families and clifford m winston and
barry p bosworth on infrastructure in each problem area the authors use the results of research and analysis
to identify existing or proposed governmental interventions that are likely to work as well as some that are
likely to fail and some that need to be reformed they then present a budget proposal that not only pays for
suggested changes in domestic policy but brings the budget into virtual balance in ten years

Understanding Poets and Prophets 1993-01-01

this book presents a theory of personhood and moral personhood using results from recent work on
intentionality in the philosophy of mind an account of intentional kinds causation and explanation is
provided to resolve some current issues in moral and legal theory and to examine questions raised in law
and medicine where it is necessary to deal with human individuals at the boundaries of their lives topics
discussed include abortion death euthanasia personal identity rights including the right to privacy and the
right to die servility and suicide

Social Psychology and Politics 2015-04-17

the 2016 election has inspired millions of u s citizens and struck panic in the hearts of millions more this
book explains the allure of trump examines how trump s success ties into the hopes and fears of many
americans and calls into question the limitations of our democratic system across the united states and
around the world people are struggling to understand why so many turned to donald trump an individual
described as rude and insensitive at best and as racist hateful and ignorant at worst as their champion trump
s nomination as the republican presidential candidate and his subsequent election to president of the united
states upended many long held assumptions and beliefs about politics such as the inevitable power of
superfunding election syndicates and the need for presidential candidates to have governance experience
and broad knowledge of domestic and foreign affairs why irrational politics appeals understanding the
allure of trump takes a serious scientific look at trump and his politics against the backdrop of modern
american society it brings together experts from a variety of psychological and political science fields to
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answer the mystifying question of why people by the millions would follow a leader who to so many
others seems unqualified undiplomatic and in opposition to previously established standards for a national
leader readers will gain an understanding of how little a role rationality plays in political choices
particularly but not always among citizens of certain socioeconomic backgrounds and why trump s
apparently divisive attitudes and prejudices his lack of political correctness and his hubris appeal to so many
voters the book also raises questions about our democratic processes and our need for more thoughtful
political cultures to ensure that citizens are adequately prepared to make important leadership decisions that
will affect the future of our nation s economy social norms and global safety

Personality & Priorities 2011-09-20

this document presents five priorities for addressing the abuse of older people within the decade for
healthy ageing 2021 2030 the aims of these priorities is to address the abuse of older people in a more
coordinated and strategic way within the decade the target audience is all decade stakeholders including
other un agencies civil society organizations governments and researchers involved in addressing the abuse
of older people

Setting Domestic Priorities 2010-12-01

philosopher mike w martin here examines the meaning of happiness by connecting it to the philosophical
notion of the good life

Moral Personhood 1990-07-05

based on careful analysis of burden of disease and the costs ofinterventions this second edition of disease
control priorities in developing countries 2nd edition highlights achievable priorities measures
progresstoward providing efficient equitable care promotes cost effectiveinterventions to targeted
populations and encourages integrated effortsto optimize health nearly 500 experts scientists epidemiologists
health economists academicians and public health practitioners from around the worldcontributed to the
data sources and methodologies and identifiedchallenges and priorities resulting in this integrated
comprehensivereference volume on the state of health in developing countries

Why Irrational Politics Appeals 2017-02-13

one characteristic of modern society is that individuals no longer share a common or unique conception of
good and evil social cohesion is maintained by a general agreement to live together which requires
impartiality towards everyone and which takes precedence over the different conceptions of the good this
is what the authors call the priority of justice this book highlights this priority and provides a new approach
to moral choices in modern societies the book focuses on two objectives firstly it examines how and why
modern individuals give priority to the right over the good opinion polls are the basis of this examination
through the model of a fair spectator giving priority to the reasonable over the rational secondly it analyses
what constitutes the principle of justice an individual applies this book is about resolving conflicts and social
justice it takes account of the plurality of moral values and looks at norms from a fair standpoint avoiding
the famous anything goes and paying attention to what people think
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Priorities for the Use of Resources in Medicine 1977

this anthology will be appropriate for administrative ethics classes and professional thinking in public
administration at both the masters and doctoral levels it is a collection of administrative ethics articles
published in journals of the american society for public administration aspa from 1941 the earliest
publication through 1983 the year that the first aspa code of ethics was established the articles are organized
by themes of enduring importance to the field in order to provide graduate students with ready access to
the classic works on ethics in public administration reading this collection will enhance student s
knowledge and skills to think and act ethically and contribute to their ability to view current practices in
light of traditional perspectives the aspa classics volume serves to bridge the practice of public policy and
administration with the empirical research base that has accrued and the models for practice that may be
deduced from the research

Tackling abuse of older people: five priorities for the United Nations
Decade of Healthy Ageing (2021–2030) 2022-06-15

john gardner was one of the most prolific widely read and influential scholars working in philosophy of
law this book celebrates explores and develops themes of his work during his sixteen years as professor of
jurisprudence at university of oxford written by a team of contributors whose own work has been
influenced by gardner s and with whom he has worked closely this book engages with many of the
concepts themes and issues that were central to his philosophical work and outlook it expands on his
arguments offers original rebuttals to some and draws connections with parallel and emerging fields that
have been influenced by his work this is the first book length treatment covering the entire range of his
scholarship and will serve as a handbook of sorts for those scholars seeking to engage gardner s work and
make connections across the wide range of topics on which he has written in particular the volume
comprises discussions of duties to try and succeed in relation to hume s maxim that ought implies can the
role of continuity conservatism and corrective justice in private law the interrelations between
wrongdoing blame punishment and the justification of criminal law justifications excuses and responsibility
the distinctiveness of the wrongs of rape and discrimination as well as general jurisprudence and how it
may or may not illuminate the questions of normativity and the nature of constitutions the volume also
engages with further concepts and questions addressed through the prism of gardner s work include
indigenous rights and law equity corporate responsibility and the possibility of state crimes and the nature
structure and phenomenology of virtue together the papers collected in this volume pay homage to the
breadth of john gardner s legal philosophy the conversations begun or continued in this volume will
continue to inform the contributors future work and thus increase the likelihood that john s body of work
will have an ever greater influence on the future of legal philosophy

Happiness and the Good Life 2012-03

this volume gathers essays from leading scholars to discuss partiality in ethics the chapters examine the
virtuous and vicious ways in which we relate to those close to us there has long been a puzzle in ethics
concerning the balance between our general moral obligations to everyone and our specific moral
obligations to a smaller subset of people our family our nation and our friends there has been longstanding
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tension between the moral intuition that equality entails that we have the same moral duties to everyone
and the moral intuition that special obligations entail that we have much greater duties to those close to us
the chapters in this volume discuss varying perspectives on partiality within a wide range of relationships
section 1 offers overarching visions of partiality section 2 examines how roles and relationships might shape
partiality section 3 focuses on the potential moral dangers and pitfalls of partiality finally section 4 looks at
specific applications of partiality expressed as our loyalty to country religion sports teams and employers
virtuous and vicious expressions of partiality will be of interest to scholars and advanced students working
in ethics social and political philosophy and philosophy of religion

Disease Control Priorities in Developing Countries 2006-04-02

swartley draws together biblical historical and moral perspectives to help all christians including those in
health care professions respond to our current health care challenges his conclusions will encourage
enlighten and quite possibly surprise readers

The Priority of Justice 2005

drawing on two decades of survey research involving thousands of ministers nationwide five social
scientists explore the political lives of clergy in eight evangelical and mainline protestant denominations
including the assemblies of god southern baptist convention united methodist church and presbyterian
church they find that the competing theological perspectives of orthodoxy and modernism are increasingly
tied to ideological and partisan divisions in american politics and help illuminate the current relationship
between church and state in america paper edition unseen 19 95 annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or

Classics Of Administrative Ethics 2018-03-08

two impressive features of this book are its clarity of purpose and the breadth of disciplinary resources to
which it appeals geoffrey brennan professor of economics australian national university facing massive
evidence that people do not act generally as self regarding payoff maximizers economists have become
increasingly interested in issues of cooperation altruism identity and morality lanse minkler s contribution
is particularly important because of his powerful argument that the evidence of cooperation cannot be
explained adequately by a more complicated preference function a disposition for honesty is not simply a
matter of preference it is an issue of personal integrity identity and commitment this has major implications
in particular we have to reconstruct the theory of the firm from first principles no economist committed to
the pursuit of truth should ignore this volume geoffrey hodgson research professor in business studies
university of hertfordshire united kingdom and editor in chief of the journal of institutional economics this
is an interesting account of the role of integrity preference integrity and commitment integrity on
economic behavior while drawing knowledge from traditional subfields of economics it also includes
insights gleaned from psychology and philosophy showing their effects in varied areas such as political
behavior the employment relation religion and human rights in this exciting volume lanse minkler does
an excellent job of incorporating various newer concepts of fairness and integrity into economic analysis
ernst fehr professor and head of the chair of microeconomics and experimental economic research and
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director of the institute for empirical research in economics university of zurich social scientists who treat
humans as rational beings driven exclusively by self interest ignore a key factor shaping human behavior
the influence of moral principles starting with the elementary principle lying is wrong economic theorist
lanse minkler examines the ways in which a sense of morality guides real life decision making whether
one feels committed to specific or general moral principles minkler explains integrity demands consistently
acting on that commitment because truthfulness is the most basic moral principle integrity means honesty
and honesty extends beyond truth telling it requires good faith when entering an agreement and then
standing by one s word from this premise minkler explores the implications of integrity for contracts
between buyers and sellers and understandings between employers and employees he also finds a role for
integrity in an individual s religious vows an elected official s accountability to constituents and a
community s obligation to human rights integrity and agreement reintroduces morality as a factor for
economists sociologists psychologists and political scientists to consider in their efforts to comprehend human
behavior lanse minkler is associate professor of economics at the university of connecticut

From Morality to Law and Back Again 2023-07-18

issues of social pathology have been encountered throughout many societies there is a need for all
educational sectors in society to coordinate unique educational engagements regarding children with
accumulated and escalating behavioral problems that daily take their tribute and leave far reaching
consequences on the degradation of each individual and of the community the handbook of research on
pedagogies and early intervention strategies for combatting socio pathological behaviors serves as a guide to
the social pedagogy discipline the text raises awareness among professionals and the public about the need
and prevention of socio pathological manifestations and explains the types expansion causes and
consequences of their occurrence and the need for an organized social action to reduce and overcome them
covering topics such as social pedagogy sociopathic manifestations and child to child care this book is an
essential guide for students preparing to be preschool educators teachers professors social educators
psychologists social workers defectologists as well as parents current university faculty and practitioners

Virtuous and Vicious Expressions of Partiality 2023-12-01

a comprehensive and accessible guide to the hebrew bible this book brings together some of the world s
most exciting scholars from across a variety of disciplines to provide a concise and accessible guide to the
hebrew bible it covers every major genre of book in the old testament together with in depth discussions
of major themes such as human nature covenant creation ethics ritual and purity sacred space and
monotheism this authoritative overview sets each book within its historical and cultural context in the
ancient near east paying special attention to its sociological setting it provides new insights into the
reception of the books and the different ways they have been studied from historical critical enquiry to
modern advocacy approaches such as feminism and liberation theology it also includes a guide to biblical
translations and textual criticism and helpful suggestions for further reading featuring contributions from
experts with backgrounds in the jewish and christian faith traditions as well as secular scholars in the
humanities and social sciences the hebrew bible is the perfect starting place for anyone seeking a user
friendly introduction to the old testament and an invaluable reference book for students and teachers
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Moral Priorities in Medical Research : the Second Hannah Conference
1984

mass moralizing marketing and moral storytelling examines the narratives of today s brand marketing
which largely focuses on creating an emotional attachment to a brand rather than directly promoting a
product s qualities or features phil hopkins explores these narratives influence on how we think about
ourselves and our moral possibilities our cultural ideas about morality and our relations to each other he
closely studies the relationship between three interrelated dynamics the power of narrative in the
construction of identity and world the truth telling pretenses of mass marketing and the growth of
moralizing as the primary moral discourse practice in contemporary consumer culture mass moralizing
scrutinizes the way marketing speaks to us in explicitly moralistic terms significantly influencing how we
think about ourselves and our moral possibilities

Health, Healing and the Church's Mission 2012

almost everyone grows up in a family and family ties play an important role in daily life but what exactly
is a family what is a family tie we use the general concept of family in many contexts in fiction in talk
shows in law in politics and yet one person s family may be strikingly different from another s this
introductory guide sets out to examine the multiple meanings of the family and related concepts it explores
the different roles played by these concepts in our attempts to understand who we are where we belong
and what we owe to whom and the relationships between individual family and society grounded in
philosophy and ethics the book also draws extensively from other disciplines such as law and sociology
discussing the concrete implications of these ideas for issues such as parental love marriage and divorce
family autonomy and assisted reproduction

The Bully Pulpit 1997

values in education how they are taught the ethics of teaching itself plus their role in the education of
educators is an area of lively and passionate debate this book provides an essential resource of ideas issues
and current practice for all those with an interest in this area of education presenting a range of critical
writing this book deals with issues relating to education in values approaches to teaching values teacher
education and values research for education in values and international comparative studies highly
regarded when it was first published in hardback in 2000 the book now appears in paperback for the first
time with a new introduction which updates the main ideas and themes of the book

Integrity and Agreement 2008-07-23

discusses a range of fundamental issues about justice this work addresses issues pertaining to distributive
procedural and interactional justice using a range of methodologies it focuses on issues relevant to the
processes underlying justice evaluations including motivations perceptions identities ideologies and
exclusionary practices
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Handbook of Research on Pedagogies and Early Intervention Strategies
for Combatting Socio-Pathological Behaviors 2021-10-29

publisher description

The Hebrew Bible 2016-06-07

fathers liberation ethics provides a holistic ethical argument for active involvement by fathers in child
caring with their children building on social analysis of the causes for father absence this book provides a
radical and comprehensive strategy for transforming the society into one of greater equality between men
and women where men share equally in child care giving contents a critique of traditional roles a critique
of the absent father a moral argument for anf motivating myths for anf rebirth for anf do work innovations
promote anf bringing back the banished father conclusion

Mass Moralizing 2015-04-02

Philosophy of the Family 2024-02-22

Character Development in Schools and Beyond 1992

Education for Values 2003-12-16

Justice 2008-08-01

Lebanon reborn? : defining national priorities and prospects for
democratic renewal in the wake of March 14, 2005 2005-05-30

Alcoholism in America 1992

Fathers' Liberation Ethics
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